Case Study

Global ERP transformation for world’s largest vertical transportation system manufacturer
**Client**

The client is a US based company that is world's largest manufacturer of vertical transportation systems, principally focusing on elevators, moving walkways and escalators.

**Challenges**

To provide global visibility by replacing disparate systems and regional applications running on heterogeneous client platforms across 60+ Countries in APAC, EMEA and Americas region.

**Solution**

Rollout of Global Template across 60+ countries from different legacy ERPs to Oracle JD Edwards ERP.

- Process Standardization
- Standardize IT platform
- Standardize business operations through implementation of global templates across all regions
- Meet all statutory and local requirements
- Standardize management reporting
- Reduce cost of Application Support

**LTI Assets used**

- Mosaic IT Automation Suite
- Data Might – ERP Data Conversion Tool
- Mosaic Decisions
Business Benefits Delivered

- Global deployment of centrally managed, single global ERP solution in 60+ countries
- 10% Cost savings through automation, system operation efficiency and strengthened process flows
- 10% time reduction using management reporting
- Datamight tool deployment leading to 30% effort reduction
- Better visibility to financials, enhanced branch reporting, automated workflow approvals, and reduced IT complexity

Facts and Statistics

- 1350+ professionals providing services across technologies
- Partnering in multiple IT transformation & operations programs
- 400+ Business Processes, 60+ Countries spread across APAC, EMEA & Americas, Multilingual stakeholders
- 2200+ person years of IT & digital effort delivered
- Two dedicated centers in India, one dedicated US facility

LTI (NSE: LTI, BSE: 540005) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping more than 350 clients succeed in a converging world. With operations in 30 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivaled real-world expertise to solve the most complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team of more than 28,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and technology operations, and deliver value to their customers, employees and shareholders. Find more at www.Lntinfotech.com or follow us at @LTI_Global
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